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about 
hiru
we are a purely cycling brand, 
created by and for cyclists. 

We are born from the sum of our experiences, a culmina-
tion that stems from developing Orca technical apparel 
and Orbea’s long legacy and history in the cycling world.

We provide premium and customizable technical cycling 
apparel made in Europe and supported by extensive ex-
perience throughout all brand touchpoints. We exist to 
elevate the feelings of riding a bike with premium gear, 
contributing to the progression of cycling.
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hiru custom 
philosophy
cycling is constantly evolving 
as a sport, giving rise to new 
types of riders and needs.

It’s not just bike design that responds to the progression 
of the sport, but apparel design too, with new fabrics, ma-
terials, technologies and trends to explore.

HIRU’s customization service was created to address 
the changing needs of different riders and their cycling 
styles, with the goal of providing specific solutions for 
specific needs.
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how?
personalizing your kit  
has never been so easy.

01. Contact. Contact us at info@hirucycling.com to 
begin the design process. 

02. Design. The HIRU design team will collaborate 
with you at all times, either working the concept 
from scratch (hand sketching, referencing imag-
es, etc.) or starting from a previously finished de-
sign that would look good with a HIRU touch. 

03. What is my size?. If you’d like to receive a free 
size sample kit, we will send it to the HIRU store 
closest to your home or, if that’s not possible, to 
the address you indicate. 

04. Order. Personalizing with HIRU is very easy, since 
you only need a minimum of 6 units per model. 
Once the design is approved, it will be up to you 
to confirm the order with your representative  
or store. 

05. Manufacturing. Our manufacturing takes approx-
imately 8 weeks, not counting holidays. 

06. Shipping. Your order will be shipped to the ad-
dress you indicated or to an established HIRU 
dealer near you.

07. Go for a roll. The best part! Time to gear up and 
take your new kit for a ride. 
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ranges
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lab
The LAB family is the pinnacle of lightweight, aerody-
namic and performance apparel, designed exclusively 
for racing and competition.
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m lab jersey custom

Code LKH9

Weight 120 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Heat-sealed seams on sleeve and waist, reflective accents on the bo-
ttom of the pocket, protective zipper garage. Tight fit at the neck for greater 
aerodynamics.

Fabrics ECO-GRS BICIMANIA (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester, 25% Elastan
MAIORCA MITI  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
RUDY SITIP 
95% Polyester, 5 %Elastan

Certificates BlueSign

The most technically advanced jersey in our range, its heat-sealed seams are la-
ser-cut on the sleeves and on the bottom. Thanks to the AERO-FIT fabric on the 
sleeves, this ultra-light jersey is perfectly adaptable to any body type and acts like 
a second skin without adding unnecessary pressure. The heat-sealed seams and 
long-cut sleeves improve aerodynamics on the bike, resulting in an elite jersey 
that’s focused on speed and performance.

m lab jacket custom 

Code LKHR

Weight 319 g

Recommended temperature range 7º / 15º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: eVent DVStretch windproof membrane with 18,000 g/m2/24 hr breathabi-
lity. DWR treatment. Soft and lightweight inner lining.

Fabrics DV STRECH EVENT FABRIC 
DOLOMITI - ART. 452  
85% Polyester, 15% Elastan
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan
CHIFFLON  
100% Polyester

Membrane eVent DV Stretch

This jacket offers you the best solutions for all occasions, whether training in low 
temperatures or racing in extreme conditions. It offers total windproof protection, 
thanks to the eVent DVStretch membrane, ensuring optimal breathability.

The elastic membrane contributes to a stretchy fit that’s perfect for active use. 
We kept the weight as low as possible to make it an extremely light layering piece.

 On dry and cold days, this jacket performs excellently, but thanks to the additional 
DWR treatment, rain will never be a limitation.

 For any cyclist who races, this is a must-have jacket in your gear closet.

m lab long sleeve jersey cusTOM

Code LKHB

Weight 137g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Heat-sealed seams on sleeve and waist, reflective accents on the bottom 
of the pocket, protective zipper garage. Tight fit at neck for greater aerodynamics.

Fabrics ECO-GRS BICIMANIA (SITIP)   
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester, 25% Elastan
MAIORCA MITI  
78% Polyester, Elastan 22%
RUDY SITIP  
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan

Certificates BlueSign

This jersey is developed for faster competition in low temperatures. Laser cut with 
a heat-sealed grip, it maintains the perfect fit and offers maximum aerodynamics 
while pedaling. Four-way stretch fabric combines breathability, lightness and du-
rability with the highest performance, giving you the perfect layer for the beginning 
and end of the season.

m lab rain jacket custom

Code LKIY

Weight 170 g

Recommended temperature range 6º / 18º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Fully heat-sealed seams. dVent DVStorm waterproof membrane. 10,000 
mm waterproofing, 30,000 mm g/m2 breathability.

Fabrics Membrane eVent DVSTORM
TI 150 PES - ESF BLACK 
23% Elastan, 77% Polyester 
TI 150 PES - ESF WHITE T  
23% Elastan, 77% Polyester 
MURUROA MITI BLACK 
77% Nylon, 25% Elastan
ELBA MITI

Membrane eVent DVStorm

This waterproof jacket is used on intensive days of racing or training in rainy 
weather.

We incorporated an eVent DVStorm membrane to give the fabric a high waterproof 
rating, heat-sealed all the seams, and used a fully water-repellent YKK zipper. What 
results is a jacket that keeps you dry on the outside and inside, thanks to the highly 
breathable membrane. The medium-weight fabric lends itself to a waterproof 
jacket with greater durability and reduced flapping in the wind, allowing you to 
pedal more aggressively.

MAN | LABLAB | MAN
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m lab bibshort custom

Code LKHE

Weight 135 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 35º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Heat-sealed on the leg, zigzag pad seam, perforated straps, mesh on the 
waist, reflective accents on the back of both legs. 

Fabrics SHIELD ENDURANCE (MITI) 
80% Polyester, 20% Elastan
PERFORMER BLACK (MITI) 
80% Poliamida, 20% Elastan Lycra Power
ASTERIA 
86% Polyester, 14% Elastomero
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester 25% Elastan

Certificates OekoTex, BlueSign, (FRESHFEEL, 
Quickdry)

Pad Omega

The LAB Bibshort is the perfect solution for the most demanding cyclists looking 
for the feeling of a second skin in performance apparel. Ultralight fabric provides 
maximum performance thanks to its excellent compression qualities and weight, 
and the seamless, micro-perforated flat straps give you optimal support so you 
can squeeze the most out of your ride without the shorts riding up. With a longer 
leg construction that meets just above the knee and heat-sealed technology stra-
tegically placed in the leg hem, your shorts will stay in place for any length of ride, 
exceeding your expectations of a bibshort.

m lab aero skinsuit custom

Code LKHG

Weight 227 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 7 cm grip, flat seam, heat-sealed on the sleeves, low-cut collar, reflective 
accents on the back of both legs. 

Fabrics ECO-GRS BICIMANIA (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester, 25% Elastan
MAIORCA MITI  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
RUDY SITIP 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan

Pad Omega

If you’re looking for an aerodynamic, light and fast-drying suit for cycling races 
and training, our Skinsuit is the ideal technical companion. It combines the func-
tionalities of a traditional jersey-and-shorts set with the advantage of an aerody-
namic performance time trial suit. Designed for high-level competition, this suit 
reduces wind resistance and increases race speed thanks to its fabric composi-
tion and tight-fit adjustment. By using more elastic in certain areas and combining 
it with textured fabric, this suit delivers increased aerodynamics and breathability 
during long intervals of pedaling. 

w lab jersey custom

Code LKHA

Weight 122 g 

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Heat-sealed seams on sleeve and waist, reflective accents on the bottom 
of the pocket, protective zipper garage. Tight fit at neck for greater aerodynamics.

Fabrics ECO-GRS BICIMANIA (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester, 25% Elastan
MAIORCA MITI  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
RUDY SITIP  
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan

Certificates BlueSign

The most technically advanced jersey in our range, its heat-sealed seams are la-
ser-cut on the sleeves and on the bottom. Thanks to the AERO-FIT fabric on the 
sleeves, this ultra-light jersey is perfectly adaptable to any body type and acts like 
a second skin without adding unnecessary pressure. The heat-sealed seams and 
long-cut sleeves improve aerodynamics on the bike, resulting in an elite jersey 
that’s focused on speed and performance.

w lab long sleeve jersey custom

Code LKHD

Weight 129 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Heat-sealed seams on sleeve and waist, reflective accents on the bottom 
of the pocket, protective zipper garage. Tight fit at neck for greater aerodynamics.

Fabrics ECO-GRS BICIMANIA (SITIP)   
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester, 25% Elastan
MAIORCA MITI 
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
RUDY SITIP  
95% Polyester, 5 %Elastan

This jersey is developed for faster competition in low temperatures. Laser cut with 
a heat-sealed grip, it maintains the perfect fit and offers maximum aerodynamics 
while pedaling. Four-way stretch fabric combines breathability, lightness and du-
rability with the highest performance, giving you the perfect layer for the beginning 
and end of the season.

WOMAN | LABLAB | MAN
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w lab jacket custom

Code LKHS

Weight 219 g

Recommended temperature range 7º / 15º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: eVent DVStretch windproof membrane with 18,000 g/m2/24 hr breathabi-
lity. DWR treatment. Soft and lightweight inner lining.

Fabrics Membrane eVent DVSTORM -TI 150 
PES - ESF BLACK 
77% Polyester, 23% Elastan
TI 150 PES - ESF WHITE T  
77% Polyester, 23% Elastan,  
MURUROA MITI BLACK 
75% Nylon, 25% Elastan
ELBA MITI

Membrane eVent DV Stretch

This jacket offers you the best solutions for all occasions, whether training in low 
temperatures or racing in extreme conditions. It offers total windproof protection, 
thanks to the eVent DVStretch membrane, ensuring optimal breathability.

The elastic membrane contributes to a stretchy fit that’s perfect for active use. 
We kept the weight as low as possible to make it an extremely light layering piece.

 On dry and cold days, this jacket performs excellently, but thanks to the additional 
DWR treatment, rain will never be a limitation.

 For any cyclist who races, this is a must-have jacket in your gear closet.

w lab rain jacket custom

Code LKHO

Weight 151 g

Recommended temperature range 6º / 18º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Fully heat-sealed seams. dVent DVStorm waterproof membrane. 10,000 
mm waterproofing, 30,000 mm g/m2 breathability.

Fabrics Membrane eVent DVSTORM -TI 150 
PES - ESF  BLACK  
77% Polyester, 23% Elastan
TI 150 PES - ESF WHITE T:  
77% Polyester, 23% Elastan 
MURUROA MITI BLACK  
75% Nylon, 25% Elastane
ELBA MITI

Membrane eVent DVStorm

This waterproof jacket is used on intensive days of racing or training in rainy 
weather.

 We incorporated an eVent DVStorm membrane to give the fabric a high waterproof 
rating, heat-sealed all the seams, and used a fully water-repellent YKK zipper. What 
results is a jacket that keeps you dry on the outside and inside, thanks to the highly 
breathable membrane. The medium-weight fabric lends itself to a waterproof 
jacket with greater durability and reduced flapping in the wind, allowing you to 
pedal more aggressively.

w lab bibshort custom

Code LKHF

Weight 125 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Heat-sealed on the leg, zigzag pad seam, perforated straps, mesh on the 
waist, reflective accents on the back of both legs. 

Fabrics TI 150 PES - ESF  BLACK  
77% Polyester, 23% Elastan
TI 150 PES - ESF WHITE T  
77% Polyester, 23% Elastan
MURUROA MITI BLACK 
75% Nylon, 25% Elastan
ELBA MITI

Certificates OekoTex, BlueSign, (FRESHFEEL, 
Quickdry)

Pad Omega

The LAB Bibshort is the perfect solution for the most demanding cyclists looking 
for the feeling of a second skin in performance apparel. Ultralight fabric provides 
maximum performance thanks to its excellent compression qualities and weight, 
and the seamless, micro-perforated flat straps give you optimal support so you 
can squeeze the most out of your ride without the shorts riding up. With a longer 
leg construction that meets just above the knee and heat-sealed technology stra-
tegically placed in the leg hem, your shorts will stay in place for any length of ride, 
exceeding your expectations of a bibshort.

w lab aero skinsuit custom

Code LKHH

Weight 188 g 

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Racing

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 7 cm grip, flat seam, heat-sealed on the sleeves, low-cut collar, reflective 
accents on the back of both legs. 

Fabrics SHIELD ENDURANCE (MITI) 
80% Poliamida, 20% Elastan
PERFORMER BLACK (MITI) 
80% Poliamida, 20% Elastan Lycra Power
ASTERIA 
86% Polyester, 14% Elastomero
CLIMA 4 TPS TAIANA  
75% Polyester, 25% Elastan

If you’re looking for an aerodynamic, light and fast-drying suit for cycling races 
and training, our Skinsuit is the ideal technical companion. It combines the func-
tionalities of a traditional jersey-and-shorts set with the advantage of an aerody-
namic performance time trial suit. Designed for high-level competition, this suit 
reduces wind resistance and increases race speed thanks to its fabric composi-
tion and tight-fit adjustment. By using more elastic in certain areas and combining 
it with textured fabric, this suit delivers increased aerodynamics and breathability 
during long intervals of pedaling. 

WOMAN | LABLAB | WOMAN
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advanced
04.02

The Advanced family seeks to satisfy the demands of 
long-distance adventures, both on the road and off.
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m advanced jersey custom

Code LKH5

Weight 122 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Elastic cuff with silcone for a good fit, reflective accents at the bottom of 
the pocket, protective zipper garage to avoid friction, mesh under the sleeve for 
good breathability.

Fabrics RUDY SITIP WHITE 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
ALISEO MITI 
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
DRAGAO MITI 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan

Certificates Bluesign, Oekotex

The Advanced jersey represents the perfect balance between performance and 
design. It’s lightweight and technical thanks to the use of a super-soft fabric on 
the main panels, and the back panel provides ultra comfort with its sweat-wicking 
qualities. To achieve the best fit and eliminate bunching in the sleeves, this jersey 
features a 50 mm silicone grip. Micro-perforations on this revolutionary fabric give 
this jersey maximum breathability, and built with lightweight, high-performance 
fabric, it’s the ideal choice for racing and training sessions.

m adv windproof jacket custom

Code LKHP

Weight 160 g

Recommended temperature range 5º / 10º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Binding on the front for better fit, reflective perforations on each pocket, an-
ti-slip rubber in the pocket, flap on both ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.

Fabrics FALCON  
100% Polyester (Membrane) 
ALISEO ( MITI) 
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
RUDY BCO H155 ( SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CHIFFLON ( FRIZZA) 
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan 

Thanks to its three-layer fabric, this lightweight windbreaker will protect you from 
wind and rain. Its inner membrane allows it to breathe outwards, while insulating 
you from wet weather. A longer cut in the back keeps rain off your backside so 
storms won’t stop you from pedaling.

m adv thermal jacket cus

Code LKHT

Weight 391 g

Recommended temperature range -2º / 6º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Binding on the front for better fit, reflective perforations on each pocket, an-
ti-slip rubber in the pocket, flap on both ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.  

Fabrics FOX 85 (PASTOTEX) 
95% Polyester, 5%Polyuretano
MARMOLADA  
87,6% Polyester, 12,4% Elastan  
(Polyester membrane)
RUDY BCO H155 (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CHIFFLON (FRIZZA) 
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan 

This multi-layer jacket with an inner insulating membrane completely isolates you 
from rain and wind, while still allowing it to breathe freely, helping you maintain an 
ideal body temperature for maximum performance. Despite being a thicker winter 
jacket, the fabric’s elasticity is meant to move and doesn’t restrict your range of 
motion. Designed specifically for those who are not slowed down by bad weather, 
it’s the perfect winter layer for cycling in low temps. 

m adv softshell gilet cus

Code LKHX

Weight 258 g

Recommended temperature range 6º / 14º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Sleeve binding for better fit, reflective closure around the waist, tight fit,  
reflective perforations on each pocket, anti-slip elastic in the pocket, flap on both 
ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.

Fabrics RUDY BCO H155 (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CHIFFLON (FRIZZA) 
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan

Thanks to its breathable, three-layer wind- and water-resistant fabric, this winter 
vest is the most versatile solution to combine with your long-sleeved jerseys. 
Thanks to its tight fit, it prevents wind from penetrating your core so you can 
maintain an ideal body temperature. Designed with a high-compression fit, this 
gilet acts as a second skin and meets the expectations of the most demanding 
cyclists.

MAN | LABLAB | MAN
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m adv thermal bibtight custom

Code LKI9

Weight 266 g 

Recommended temperature range 1º / 10º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Reflective back, silicone leg closure, seamless straps, zigzag sewn pad.

Fabrics STELVIO (MITI) 
83% Polyester, 17% Elastomero
BLIZZARD ACQUAZERO BLACK
MESH KAUAI BLACK

Pad Alpha

These high-performance shorts are designed to offer maximum protection on 
the coldest days without limiting your freedom on the bike. Designed with 4D 
Winter Stretchskin fabric, it adapts perfectly to your body like a second skin, 
making it a staple item for winter rides. We use the Omega chamois, developed 
in collaboration with Elastic Interface and touting the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 
certification, that is equipped with a specific central channel for the male anatomy 
that improves blood flow and relieves pressure in the perineal area. Its preformed, 
seamless construction guarantees a perfect fit and stability on the saddle. It 
incorporates Hybrid Cell System technology with a 200kg/m3 density insert. We 
use ECO X-Mix fabric made from recycled polyester and polyamide.

m advanced bibshort custom

Code LKH7

Weight 184 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30ª

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 7 cm grip, flat seam at the cuff, zigzag sewn pad, perforated straps, reflec-
tive accents on the back of the legs. 

Fabrics THUNDER BIKE POWER GOFFRATO 
SITIP BLACK  
80% Polyamida, 20% Elastan 
NEW MONICA  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan 
MESH ELBA-MITI (spate) black:  
75% Nylon, 25% Elastan
TESTU W64561 TALIE FATA  
(COLOR 080340)

Certificates BlueSign

Pad Omega

These thermal shorts have been adapted to fit the needs of today’s cyclists who 
prefer to wear shorts in the winter and combine them with leg warmers. Designed 
with reflective accents, these bibshorts are ideal for training rides in the winter 
when the sun sets early. Soft, elastic, breathable and warm fabric make these 
bibshorts a versatile item in your cycling wardrobe, with plenty of options to mix-
and-match your layers according to the weather.

w advanced jersey custom

Code LKH6

Weight 105 g 

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Elastic cuff with silicone for a good fit, reflective accents at the bottom of 
the pocket, protective zipper garage to avoid friction, mesh under the sleeve for 
good breathability.

Fabrics RUDY SITIP WHITE  
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
ALISEO MITI  
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
DRAGAO MITI 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan

Certificates Bluesign, Oekotex

The Advanced jersey represents the perfect balance between performance and 
design. It’s lightweight and technical thanks to the use of a super-soft fabric on 
the main panels, and the back panel provides ultra comfort with its sweat-wicking 
qualities. To achieve the best fit and eliminate bunching in the sleeves, this jersey 
features a 50 mm silicone grip. Micro-perforations on this revolutionary fabric give 
this jersey maximum breathability, and built with lightweight, high-performance 
fabric, it’s the ideal choice for racing and training sessions.

w adv windproof jacket custom

Code LKHQ

Weight 142 g 

Recommended temperature range 5º / 10º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Binding on the front for better fit, reflective perforations on each pocket, an-
ti-slip rubber in the pocket, flap on both ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.  

Fabrics FALCON  
100% Polyester (Membrane) 
ALISEO 
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
RUDY BCO H155 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CHIFFLON 
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan 

Thanks to its three-layer fabric, this lightweight windbreaker will protect you from 
wind and rain. Its inner membrane allows it to breathe outwards, while insulating 
you from wet weather. A longer cut in the back keeps rain off your backside so 
storms won’t stop you from pedaling.

WOMAN | LABLAB | MAN
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w adv thermal jacket custom

Code LKHU

Weight 375 g

Recommended temperature range -2º / 6º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Binding on the front for better fit, reflective perforations on each pocket, an-
ti-slip rubber in the pocket, flap on both ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.  

Fabrics FOX 85 (PASTOTEX) 
95% Polyester, 5%Polyuretano
MARMOLADA  
87,6% Polyester, 12,4% Elastan  
(Polyester membrane)
RUDY BCO H155 (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CHIFFLON (FRIZZA) 
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan 
Blizzard Evo 15 PLX ACQUAZERO 

This multi-layer jacket with an inner insulating membrane completely isolates you 
from rain and wind, while still allowing it to breathe freely, helping you maintain an 
ideal body temperature for maximum performance. Despite being a thicker winter 
jacket, the fabric’s elasticity is meant to move and doesn’t restrict your range of 
motion. Designed specifically for those who are not slowed down by bad weather, 
it’s the perfect winter layer for cycling in low temps. 

w adv softshell gilet custom

Code LKHY

Weight 225 g 

Recommended temperature range 6º / 14º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Sleeve binding for better fit, reflective closure around the waist, tight fit,  
reflective perforations on each pocket, anti-slip elastic in the pocket, flap on both 
ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.

Fabrics RUDY BCO H155 (SITIP) 
95% Polyester, 5% Elastan
CHIFFLON (FRIZZA) 
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan

Thanks to its breathable, three-layer wind- and water-resistant fabric, this winter 
vest is the most versatile solution to combine with your long-sleeved jerseys. 
Thanks to its tight fit, it prevents wind from penetrating your core so you can 
maintain an ideal body temperature. Designed with a high-compression fit, this 
gilet acts as a second skin and meets the expectations of the most demanding 
cyclists.

w advanced bibshort custom

Code LKH8

Weight 161 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 7 cm grip, flat seam at the cuff, zigzag sewn pad, perforated straps, reflec-
tive accents on the back of the legs. 

Fabrics THUNDER BIKE POWER GOFFRATO 
SITIP BLACK 
80% Polyamida, 20% Elastan 
NEW MONICA  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
MESH ELBA-MITI(spate) black 
75% Nylon, 25% Elastane
TESTU W64561 TALIE FATA  
(COLOR 080340)

Certificates Bluesign

Pad Omega

These thermal shorts have been adapted to fit the needs of today’s cyclists who 
prefer to wear shorts in the winter and combine them with leg warmers. Designed 
with reflective accents, these bibshorts are ideal for training rides in the winter 
when the sun sets early. Soft, elastic, breathable and warm fabric make these 
bibshorts a versatile item in your cycling wardrobe, with plenty of options to mix-
and-match your layers according to the weather.

w adv thermal bibtight custom

Code LKIA

Weight 263 g 

Recommended temperature range 1º / 10º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Reflective back, silicone leg closure, seamless straps, zigzag sewn pad.

Fabrics STELVIO (MITI) 
83% Polyester, 17% Elastomero
BLIZZARD ACQUAZERO BLACK
MESH KAUAI BLACK

These high-performance shorts are designed to offer maximum protection on 
the coldest days without limiting your freedom on the bike. Designed with 4D 
Winter Stretchskin fabric, it adapts perfectly to your body like a second skin, 
making it a staple item for winter rides. We use the Omega chamois, developed 
in collaboration with Elastic Interface and touting the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 
certification, that is equipped with a specific central channel for the female 
anatomy that improves blood flow and relieves pressure in the perineal area. Its 
preformed, seamless construction guarantees a perfect fit and stability on the 
saddle. It incorporates Hybrid Cell System technology with a 200kg/m3 density 
insert. We use ECO X-Mix fabric made from recycled polyester and polyamide.

WOMAN | LABLAB | WOMAN
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core
04.03

The CORE family is made up of comfortable, stretchy and 
versatile items with intelligent details for daily use.
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m core jersey custom

Code LKH1

Weight 111 g 

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Standard

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Silicone grip for a good fit on the sleeve, reflective accents on the bottom 
of the pocket, protective zipper garage, mesh sides.

Fabrics MESH DIAGONALE 14620:  
82% Polyester, 18% Elastomero white
ALISEO(high resolution) WHITE  
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
MYTHOS  
100% Polyester

Certificates Oeko-Tex, BlueSign

This jersey is an essential part of your cycling wardrobe. It’s composed of su-
per-breathable and comfortable fabrics that offer a perfect fit. Mesh fabric on the 
side panels provide extra ventilation and ensures the best breathability, keeping 
you cool and dry thanks to its excellent sweat-wicking properties. Textured fabric 
on the main panels provide an extra dose of style, and longer, fitted sleeves give 
you an aerodynamic advantage.

m core thermal ls jersey cus  
(fleece)
Code LKHM

Weight 287 g

Recommended temperature range 12º / 18º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Binding on the front for better fit, reflective perforations on each pocket, an-
ti-slip rubber in the pocket, flap on both ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.

Fabrics MORTIROLO DWR M (MITI) 
82% Polyester, 18% Elastan
CHIFFLON  
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan

This long-sleeved jersey is the perfect solution for your mid-season and winter rides. 
Its high-performance, four-way stretch fabric offers superior elasticity, wrapping 
your body like a second skin without limiting your movement. We redesigned the 
cuffs for a better fit and seal, letting you stay on the road longer during colder days.

m core windbker gilet custom

Code LKHI

Weight 95 g 

Recommended temperature range 10º / 25º

Fitting Standard

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Rear opening for accessibility to the jersey pockets, packable, reflected on 
the underside of the vest.

Fabrics ASTERIA (MITI) 
86% Polyester, 14% Elastomero
LIGHTWINGS (MITI) 
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
SKIN PIDIGI WHITE T

This ultralight windbreaker vest is the perfect complement for your cycling adven-
tures. Thanks to the back’s elasticity, this vest fits comfortably to your body, and 
the high-performance windbreaker fabric in the front keeps the cold at bay. When 
it’s time to de-layer, its ultra compactibility makes it easy to stash in your jersey’s 
back pocket. It’s the most versatile and basic necessity in our line.

WINDPROOF: Front panels are wind and water resistant, making it perfect for de-
scents and days when weather conditions change quickly.

VISIBILITY: A reflective band on the lower silicone grip provides extra visibility 
in dark conditions. Plus, the silicone keeps the vest in place for hours of riding.

BREATHABILITY: The ultralight and breathable mesh on the back regulates body 
temperature, preventing sweat from condensing on the inside and keeping you 
comfortable on the descents.

m core bibshort custom

Code LKH3

Weight 175 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Standard

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 7 cm grip, mesh fabric straps, zigzag sewn pad, reflective accents on the 
back of both legs.

Fabrics AENERGIA BLACK 
74% Poliamida, 26% Elastomero
NEW MONICA WHITE T  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
MESH VELO BLACK  
75 % Poliamida micro, 25 % Elastomero 
“Lycra*”

Certificates BlueSign

Pad Alpha

Hiru’s versatile shorts are par for excellence. Its comfortable fit adapts to all types 
of bodies thanks to its multi-panel construction. The ultralight, four-way stretch fa-
bric offers a high level of compression without restricting freedom of movement, 
resulting in lightweight, high-performance shorts. The 7 cm grip prevents shorts 
from riding up so the fabric adapts perfectly to the body, acting like a second skin. 
Shoulder straps are constructed with a micro-perforated stretch mesh fabric for 
breathability and comfort.

MAN | LABLAB | MAN
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core long sleeve t shirt 
custom mtb
Code LKIB

Weight 180 g 

Recommended temperature range 15º / 25º

Fitting Regular

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 40 mm elastic cuff, round neck, longer back.

Fabrics DEPORTIVO ( MITI)  
100% Polyester Micro
INTERLOCK BLACK

Standard unisex fit, ideal for all body types and levels of cyclists. Made with light-
weight, moisture-wicking and durable fabric, the longer cut is specific to mountain 
biking needs and movements, thoughtfully designed for riders looking for durable 
apparel.

core short sleeve t shirt 
custom mtb
Code LKIC

Weight 160 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 32º

Fitting Regular

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Manga recta. Cuello redondo.

Fabrics DEPORTIVO ( MITI)  
100% Polyester Micro
INTERLOCK BLACK

Standard unisex fit, ideal for all body types and levels of cyclists. Made with ligh-
tweight, moisture-wicking and durable fabric, the longer cut is specific to mountain 
biking needs and movements, thoughtfully designed for riders looking for durable 
apparel.

core baggy custom mtb

Code LKID

Weight 163 g

Recommended temperature range 10º / 25º

Fitting Regular

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Three pockets, adjustable velcro at the waist, closure with two snap 
buttons.

Fabrics DEPORTIVO ( MITI)  
100% Polyester Micro
AENERGIA BLACK 
SS3311 BLACK

Quick at wicking sweat and comfortable moving at whatever pace you pedal at, 
these baggies give you a feeling of freedom like no other mountain bike shorts. 
Comfortable and designed to provide you with optimal freedom of movement, this 
core model has two traditional pockets and an additional zippered cargo pocket 
on the right leg.

MAN | LABLAB | MAN
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w core jersey custom

Code LKH2

Weight 97 g 

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Standard

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Silicone grip for a good fit on the sleeves, reflective accents on the bottom 
of the pocket, protective zipper garage, mesh sides.

Fabrics MESH DIAGONALE 14620 
82% Polyester, 18% Elastomero white 
ALISEO(high resolution) WHITE  
94% Polyester, 6% Elastane
MYTHOS  
100% Polyester

Certificates Oeko-Tex, BlueSign

This jersey is an essential part of your cycling wardrobe. It’s composed of su-
per-breathable and comfortable fabrics that offer a perfect fit. Mesh fabric on the 
side panels provide extra ventilation and ensures the best breathability, keeping 
you cool and dry thanks to its excellent sweat-wicking properties. Textured fabric 
on the main panels provide an extra dose of style, and longer, fitted sleeves give 
you an aerodynamic advantage.

w core thermal long sleeve 
jersey custom
Code LKHN

Weight 254 g

Recommended temperature range 12º / 18º

Fitting Tight

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Binding on the front for better fit, reflective perforations on each pocket, an-
ti-slip rubber in the pocket, flap on both ends of the zipper, higher collar to avoid rain.

Fabrics MORTIROLO DWR M (MITI) 
82% Polyester, 18% Elastan
CHIFFLON  
100% Polyester
ORTLES PRINT  
85,6% Polyester, 14,4% Elastan

This long-sleeved jersey is the perfect solution for your mid-season and winter rides. 
Its high-performance, four-way stretch fabric offers superior elasticity, wrapping 
your body like a second skin without limiting your movement. We redesigned the 
cuffs for a better fit and seal, letting you stay on the road longer during colder days.

w core windbreaker gilet 
custom
Code LKHJ

Weight 93 g 

Recommended temperature range 10º / 25º

Fitting Standard

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: Rear opening for accessibility to the jersey pockets, packable, reflected on 
the underside of the vest.

Fabrics ASTERIA (MITI) 
86% Polyester, 14% Elastomero
LIGHTWINGS (MITI) 
94% Polyester, 6% Elastan
SKIN PIDIGI WHITE T

This ultralight windbreaker vest is the perfect complement for your cycling adven-
tures. Thanks to the back’s elasticity, this vest fits comfortably to your body, and 
the high-performance windbreaker fabric in the front keeps the cold at bay. When 
it’s time to de-layer, its ultra compactibility makes it easy to stash in your jersey’s 
back pocket. It’s the most versatile and basic necessity in our line.

WINDPROOF: Front panels are wind and water resistant, making it perfect for des-
cents and days when weather conditions change quickly.

VISIBILITY: A reflective band on the lower silicone grip provides extra visibility in 
dark conditions. Plus, the silicone keeps the vest in place for hours of riding.

BREATHABILITY: The ultralight and breathable mesh on the back regulates body 
temperature, preventing sweat from condensing on the inside and keeping you 
comfortable on the descents.

w core bibshort custom

Code LKH4

Weight 163 g

Recommended temperature range 18º / 30º

Fitting Standard

Sizes XS-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Details: 7 cm grip, crossed straps in mesh fabric, zigzag sewn pad, reflective ac-
cents on the back of both legs.

Fabrics AENERGIA BLACK 
74% Poliamida, 26% Elastomero
NEW MONICA WHITE T  
78% Polyester, 22% Elastan
MESH VELO BLACK  
75 % Poliamida micro, 25 % Elastomero 
“Lycra*”

Certificates BlueSign

Pad Alpha

Hiru’s versatile shorts are par for excellence. Its comfortable fit adapts to all types 
of bodies thanks to its multi-panel construction. The ultralight, four-way stretch 
fabric offers a high level of compression without restricting freedom of movement, 
resulting in lightweight, high-performance shorts. The 7 cm grip prevents shorts 
from riding up so the fabric adapts perfectly to the body, acting like a second skin. 
Shoulder straps are constructed with a micro-perforated stretch mesh fabric for 
breathability and comfort.

WOMAN | LABLAB | WOMAN
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accessoires
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thermal arm warmer custom

Code LKIJ

Weight 64 g 

Recommended temperature range 8º / 15º

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics 83% Polyester, 17% Elastan

Made from an Italian fabric with an inner lining for extra warmth, these arm warmers 
conserve heat without limiting breathability and freedom of movement. The best 
ally for low temps.

thermal leg warmer custom

Code LKIL

Weight 155 g

Recommended temperature range 8º / 15º

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics 83% Polyester, 17% Elastan

These leg warmers are easy to remove in the middle of a ride, thanks to its lower 
zipper. It offers the perfect combination of warmth and breathability without com-
promising comfort. It’s the accessory you’ve been looking for when it comes to 
riding in fast-changing weather conditions.

thermal knee warmer custom

Code LKIM

Weight 110 g

Recommended temperature range 8º / 15º

Sizes XS-3XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics 83% Polyester, 17% Elastan

These knee warmers increase the versatility of your shorts, keeping your legs 
warm when the temperatures drop. Made from a high-stretch fabric, the knee war-
mers offer enough coverage to make them an ideal accessory for when cycling 
conditions get colder or to warm up before a ride.

thermal shoe warmer custom

Code LKIN

Weight 71 g

Recommended temperature range 2º / 10º

Sizes S-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics 80% Polyester, 20% Poliuretano

Membrane N/A

These thermal shoe covers feature a wind resistant membrane and reflective ac-
cents to increase your visibility on the road. Its high-performance fabric will keep 
your feet warm and dry under all weather conditions, making them practical and 
safe for the darkest cycling months.

ACCESSOIRESACCESSOIRES
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socks custom

Code LKA1

Weight 34 g

Sizes S, M, L

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics 85% Nylon, 15% Elastan

These semi-compression socks are woven with a combination of materials that 
provide a superior fit and greater comfort for cyclists. Keeping your feet dry and 
breathable, these socks are designed for competition and demanding training 
sessions.

gloves custom

Code LKIZ

Weight 23 g

Recommended temperature range 15º / 35º

Sizes S-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics TOP  
80% Polyester, 20% Elastane 
PALM  
50% Polyamida|, 50% Polyuretano

An anatomical palm conforms to the hand, but never restricts movement. Mini-
malist in construction, the lightweight fabric, gussets and padding are effective 
in keeping your hands gripped to the bars. Stretch fabric conforms to hand move-
ments, high-density padding boosts comfort, and soft, technical suede provides 
excellent abrasion resistance.

thermal gloves custom

Code LKIO

Weight 62 g 

Recommended temperature range 0º / 12º

Sizes S-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics TOP 
85% Polyester, 15% Elastan
PALM 
15% Elastan, 50% Polyester,  
35% Polyamida

Using a special bi-elastic fabric with a windproof membrane and lined with a soft 
fleece interior, this glove keeps your hands warm in any cold weather, particularly 
thanks to its DWR treatment on the exterior. The palm features a silicone support, 
ensuring good grip on the handlebar.

mtb gloves custom

Code LKIP

Weight 34 g 

Recommended temperature range 10º / 35º

Sizes S-2XL

Waterproofness

Water repellency

Protection

Breathability

Windproofness

Fabrics TOP 
80% Polyester, 20% Elastan
PALM 
50% Polyamida, 50% Poliuretano

With an excellent fit that’s snug but never restrictive, these gloves feature an ana-
tomical palm that is constructed with three supports, high-density padding and 
breathable perforations. Soft, technical suede lends excellent abrasion resistance, 
and full-length fingers provide added protection. Minimalist in construction, these 
gloves are lightweight yet effective thanks to its fabric, gussets and padding.

ACCESSOIRESACCESSOIRES
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cap custom

Code LKJ4

Weight 22 g 

Sizes U

Fabrics 100% Polyester

This technical cap features a short visor that fits perfectly under your helmet.  
Designed with a light and breathable fabric, it wicks sweat on the hottest days. An 
avant-garde classic.

headband custom

Code LKIR

Weight 30 g

Sizes U

Fabrics 90% Polyester, 10% Poliuretano

There’s no more excuse to stop pedaling in the off-season. This headband featu-
res fabric made with a wind-resistant membrane and an adjustable velcro strap, 
letting you dial in the fit on cold weather days. 

collar cuff custom

Code LKIS

Weight 33 g

Sizes U

Fabrics 100% Polyester

Protect your neck from the cold with this soft, light and breathable fabric. This 
neck tube is a versatile complement for your workouts or for the day-to-day.

cx warmpup tights

Code LKA2

Sizes XS-3XL

Fabrics 100% Polyester

Increase your core temperature with these full-length, side-zip warmup tights for 
easy-on and easy-off without removing your shoes. Ideal for mountain biking or 
cyclocross, with a snug fit for comfort.

ACCESSOIRESACCESSOIRES
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m polo custom

Code LKIV

Weight 152 g

Sizes XS-3XL

Fabrics 100% Polyester

Designed for casual wear before or after riding, this comfy and breathable polo 
shirt is a stylish fit when you’re off your bike. Lightweight and anti-odor fabric 
provides technical capabilities for everyday use without limiting your freedom of 
movement. Soft to the touch, this polo was designed for comfort and style before 
or after racing.

w softshell jacket hood custom

Code LKIW

Weight 325 g

Sizes XS-2XL

Fabrics 95% Polyester, 5% Poliuretano

Designed with a hood and longer zip, this open hooded sweatshirt will will protect 
you from the cold when taking a break or transitioning from climbing to descend-
ing. Its stretchy and lightweight fabric offers comfort and freedom of movement, 
with laces at the top for greater fit and comfort and pockets to conveniently store 
necessities. Lightweight and soft to the touch, this sweatshirt was designed for 
comfort and style before or after racing.

w polo custom

Code LKIX

Weight 123 g

Sizes XS-2XL

Fabrics 100% Polyester

Designed for casual wear before or after riding, this comfy and breathable polo 
shirt is a stylish fit when you’re off your bike. Lightweight and anti-odor fabric 
provides technical capabilities for everyday use without limiting your freedom of 
movement. Soft to the touch, this polo was designed for comfort and style before 
or after racing.

m softshell jacket hood custom

Code LKIU

Weight 353 g

Sizes XS-3XL

Fabrics 95% Polyester, 5% Poliuretano

Designed with a hood and longer zip, this open hooded sweatshirt will will protect 
you from the cold when taking a break or transitioning from climbing to descend-
ing. Its stretchy and lightweight fabric offers comfort and freedom of movement, 
with laces at the top for greater fit and comfort and pockets to conveniently store 
necessities. Lightweight and soft to the touch, this sweatshirt was designed for 
comfort and style before or after racing.

WOMAN | ACCESSOIRESACCESSOIRES | MAN
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men  jersey

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

A CHEST 90-94 94-98 98-102 102-106 106-110 110-114 114-118

B WAIST 75-79 79-83 83-87 87-91 91-95 95-99 99-103

women  jersey

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

A CHEST 81-85 85-89 89-93 93-97 97-101 101-105 105-109

B WAIST 61-65 65-69 69-73 73-77 77-81 81-85 85-89

men  bibshort

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

B WAIST 75-79 79-83 83-87 87-91 91-95 95-99 99-103

C HIP 90-94 94-98 98-102 102-106 106-110 110-114 114-118

D INSEAM 27-28 28-29 29-30 30-31 31-32 32-33 33-34

women  bibshort

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

B WAIST 61-65 65-69 69-73 73-77 77-81 81-85 85-89

C HIP 85-89 89-93 93-97 97-101 101-105 105-109 109-113

D INSEAM 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30 30-31 31-32

A

B

C

D D

B

C

A

Lab - Race

Advance - Tight

Core - Classic

04.05

sizing  
guide
Thank you very much for choosing HIRU.  
We set out to design apparel with personalizable, 
high-technical value like the items in your hand so 
you can experience more passion for riding a bike.  

The size set we’ve sent you is a part of the HIRU CORE 
family. We’ve included a jersey and shorts from the LAB 
and ADVANCED families so you can compare the differ-
ences between the ranges. 

Our 3 ranges share the same size chart, but with varying 
fits so that you can find the best range to suit your needs 
when riding a bike: 
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equipment
our solutions in technical 
apparel have been well 
received and in high demand 
from teams like the orbea 
factory team. 

For another year, we have outfitted this team with our 
apparel and customized their racing kits. The feedback 
from experienced riders like those on the Orbea Factory 
Team has been pivotal in helping us understand and re-
fine the performance of our gear in competition.



info@hirucycling.com

Contact:


